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Parameter ranges for the onset of period doubling in the diode resonator
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US Naval Research Lab, Washington, DC 20375
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One of the classic problems in the study of nonlinear dynamics has been the diode resonator. Previous work
with the diode resonator sought to explain the causes of period doubling and chaos, and often used simplified
models. This paper instead seeks to link the onset of nonlinear dynamical effects to measurable parameters by
comparing experiments and numerical models.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.046219 PACS number~s!: 05.45.Gg, 05.45.Vx, 05.45.Xt
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I. INTRODUCTION

Probably the first chaotic electronic circuit to be exte
sively studied was the diode resonator, consisting of an
ductor, a diode, and a resistor, and driven by a periodic sig
source@1,2#. The diode itself acts as a nonlinear resistor a
a nonlinear charge storage device, so the resulting circuit
nonlinear resonator with complex dynamics.

Most previous work on the diode resonator is concern
with understanding details of the bifurcations in this circ
or with explaining why such nonlinear effects as period do
bling or chaos are present@3–8#. There have been two com
peting views on the mechanism for period doubling a
chaos in the diode resonator: work such as that by Rol
and co-workers@Ref. @5# for example# which explain the
nonlinear dynamical effects as a result of the ‘‘reverse rec
ery’’ effect brought on by the exponentially increasing diff
sion capacitance, or work along the lines of Matsumoto a
collaborators@Refs.@6,7# for example#, which model the di-
ode as a piecewise linear capacitance. Both schools
thought find that the diode nonlinear resistance character
is not important for the nonlinear dynamics of the dio
resonator.

A major problem with both of the above approaches
that in order to make a mathematically tractable model,
researchers must focus on the factors that they consider
important and remove other effects from their models. N
only do these simplifications lead to models that are not e
ily described in terms of real physical parameters of the
ode, but they encourage circular reasoning. The researc
retain effect X while neglecting effectY and show their
model still produces chaos, which they take as proof thaX
causes chaos. We do not look for chaos, but among o
results, we show below that either one of two commo
considered mechanisms can lead to period doubling.

There have been other papers on nonlinear dynamic
the diode resonator that contain detailed bifurcation diagra
and parameter space plots for a single diode@9,10#. These
papers are useful for understanding detailed dynamics of
particular dynamical system, but such a detailed understa
ing is not our goal here. In this paper, if we are given a dio
and the parameters that are typically available on a comm
cial datasheet, or easily measurable with simple equipm
and we place that diode in a circuit with an inductor and
resistor, we would like to know if nonlinear dynamical e
fects will be present for a given periodic driving signal.
1063-651X/2002/66~4!/046219~8!/$20.00 66 0462
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The motivation behind this approach is that circuits sim
lar to the diode resonator may be present in complex e
tronic systems which are designed for audio frequencies
has been pointed out in Ref.@11#. At radio frequencies~rf!,
wires may act as inductors, producing unintended reson
effects. With the increasing number of radiofrequency s
nals being broadcast~for example, wireless communication
systems are becoming more prevalent!, these electronic sys
tems are subject to signals that were never considered w
they were designed. It is also possible that an adversary
attempt to interfere with the operation of an electronic s
tem by beaming rf energy towards it.

A circuit designer would then like to know if there is
chance that the circuit will show nonlinear effects such
period doubling when subjected to stray signals. We w
work with several different diodes and determine what eff
the measurable diode parameters have on the onset of
linear dynamical effects.

We intend to scan the drive signal frequency and am
tude over large ranges to look for nonlinear behavior, and
repeat these experiments for a number of different diode
order to see what effect different physical parameters of
diode have on the onset of nonlinear behavior. In order
cover wide ranges, this scanning must be automated, so
need a marker for nonlinear behavior that is easy to au
matically characterize from a time series. We have cho
the onset of the first period doubling as our marker. The fi
period doubling is very easy to measure automatically, an
is a good indicator that other nonlinear effects may also
likely.

II. DIODE MODEL

This paper starts with a common technique in which
diode is modeled as a nonlinear resistor in parallel with t
nonlinear capacitors@12# ~Fig. 1!. In Fig. 1, RN represents
the nonlinear resistor,Cj represents the junction capacitan
~defined below!, andCd represents the diffusion capacitanc

The two nonlinear capacitors are used to represent
different charge storage mechanisms in the diode. The ju
tion capacitance refers to the fact that within the deplet
region of the diode, there is a stored charge

Qj5AjAVb2Va, ~1!
©2002 The American Physical Society19-1
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whereVb is a barrier voltage characteristic of the diode a
Va is the voltage drop across the diode.Aj is a constant tha
depends on material parameters such as carrier densi
lifetime. These parameters may vary considerably within
odes of the same type, so for the purposes of this paper,Aj is
measured from the actual diode~in a later section!.

A second charge storage mechanism is diffusion of min
ity carriers. At the edge of the depletion region, the conc
tration of minority carriers is high, so minority carriers di
fuse into the bulk of the diode. The stored charge,

Qd5Ade(qVa /kT) ~2!

leads to the diffusion capacitance~which in some models is
represented as a ‘‘reverse recovery’’ effect!. Once again,Ad
is a constant that depends on material properties. The o
constants arek, the Boltzmann constant (1.38310223 J/K),
q is the charge of 1 electron (1.6310219 C), andT is the
temperature.

Figure 2 is a schematic of a diode resonator, whereV0 is
the driving voltage,L is the inductor~which has a resistanc
of RL), Va is the voltage drop across the diode,VC is a
voltage measured in the experiment, andR is the resistor.
Taking the time derivative of the stored charge leads to
expression for the current through the diode,

i 5 i R~Va!1
dQj

dt
1

dQd

dt

5 i R~Va!1F 2Aj /2

AVb2Va

1
Adq

kT
e(Adq/kT)G dVa

dt
, ~3!

FIG. 1. Simple representation of a common model for a dio
whereRN is a nonlinear resistance,Cj is the junction capacitance
andCd is the diffusion capacitance.

FIG. 2. Schematic of a diode resonator circuit, consisting of
inductor L ~which has a dc resistance ofRL), a diode~the black
arrowlike object!, and a resistorR. The diode resonator is driven b
the voltageV0 , and in the experiment the measured signal isVc .
Va is the voltage drop across the diode, which is modeled in
simulations.
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wherei R is the current through the nonlinear resistor part
the diode. A standard expression fori R is @12#

i R~Va!5I 0~e(qVa /kT)21!, ~4!

whereI 0 , the leakage current, depends on the diode. Eq
tion ~3! may be rearranged to give an equation forVa :

dVa

dt
52b@ i 2 i R~Va!#, ~5!

whereb is given by

b55
2AVb2Va

Aj

2
2AdS Vaq

kT De(Vaq/kt)AVb2Va

for Va,Vb

1

AdS Vaq

kT De(Vaq/kT)

for Va>Vb .

~6!

When Va,Vb , the diode is in its ‘‘off’’ state, and the
nonlinear resistor allows only a small leakage current. Wh
Va.Vb , the diode is in its ‘‘on’’ state, and, in the ideal cas
the nonlinear resistor may be approximated as a short circ

By considering the voltage drops in the circuit, a curre
equation may be derived

di

dt
5

1

L
~Va2V01 iR!, ~7!

where the resistanceR includes the resistance of the inducto

Estimating parameters

The parametersAj , Ad , and I 0 are different for every
diode, so it is desirable to measure their values from r
diodes. This estimation is not difficult forAj .

The constantAj may be measured because in reverse b
the diode acts like a capacitor. The diffusion charge te
from Eq. ~2! is very small for reverse bias (Va,0), so es-
sentially all of the diode capacitance comes from the junct
charge. Taking the derivative of Eq.~1! with respect to volt-
age gives

Cj~Va!52
dQj

dVa

5
~ 1

2 !Aj

AVb2Va

5
0.5Aj /AVb

A12Va /Vb

, ~8!

,

n

e

FIG. 3. Circuit used to measure the diode capacitance.R is a
1 MV resistor.
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PARAMETER RANGES FOR THE ONSET OF PERIOD . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046219 ~2002!
so that if Cj (0) is the junction capacitance forVa50 V,

thenAj52AVbCj (0).
The diode capacitance may be measured easily if

makes the diode part of a high pass filter, as shown in Fig
The voltageV0 is the sum of a steady part and a time varyi
part

V0~ t !5D01D1 sin~2p f t !, ~9!

whereD1 was 50 mV. From Eq.~8!, as D0 varies, the ca-
pacitance of the diode should also vary.

The magnitude of the transfer function for a first ord
high pass filter is@13#

uA~ f !u5
1

A111/~2p f RC!2
, ~10!

whereC in this case isCj (Va), andVa is the voltage drop
across the diode. For a value ofR51 MV, the magnitude of
the transfer function was measured as a function of
quency and fit to the curve of Eq.~10! by varying C. This
process is repeated for different values ofD0 to produce a
curve of capacitance as a function ofD0.

There is some offset in the measurement circuit cause
its own capacitance, so this is accounted for by fitting
capacitance curve by the function of Eq.~8! but with an
added offset. We find that the measurement circuit adds
offset of 17 pF. The curve of diode capacitance as a func
of D0 for an mv2101 diode before subtracting the offset
shown in Fig. 4. For this diode,Cj (0) is 17 pF.

In principle, it should also be possible to estimateAd from
the actual diode, but the diffusion charge is an exponen
function of Va , so in practice this measurement is not po
sible. Ad is instead estimated from measurements of dio
recovery time, discussed below.

FIG. 4. Measured capacitanceC as a function of bias voltageD0

for an mv2101 diode. The capacitance value is offset by 17
because of the capacitance of the measurement apparatus.

FIG. 5. Circuit used to measure the diode reverse recovery t
R was a 1 kV resistor.
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The leakage currentI 0 ~the current that flows in revers
bias! could be measured, but this current is on the order
nanoamps, requiring sophisticated measurement appar
so instead typical values from diode data sheets are use

III. REVERSE RECOVERY

As mentioned above, ifVa is quickly switched from a
value aboveVb to a value below zero, the diffusion charg
flows out as a reverse recovery current. In order to meas
the reverse recovery, the diode is placed in series wit
1 kV resistor to ground and driven with a square wave, as
Fig. 5. Figure 6 shows time series traces forV0 ~the driving
voltage! andVc ~the voltage drop across the fixed resistorR)
for an mv2101 diode. WhenV0 drops to zero,Vc is still
nonzero for a time known as the reverse recovery time
cause of the flow of diffusion charge. The reverse recov
time actually varies as the height or width of theV0 pulse
varies, but for large pulses the reverse recovery time s
rates. When a reverse recovery time is given in this pape
is the saturation value. For the circuit shown, the reve
recovery time is 0.88ms.

The reverse recovery effect may be simulated from
diode equations. Since there is no inductor, only one diff
ential equation is needed

dVa

dt
52b@ i 2 i R~Va!#, ~11!

whereI R(Va) is given by Eq.~4!, b is given be Eq.~6! and
i 5(V02Va)/R. At room temperature, the factor ofq/kT in
Eq. ~4! is approximately 38 V21. Because Eq.~4! contains
an exponential of a large number, the diode equations
stiff, so in order to numerically integrate them a stiff solv
was used@14#.

Figure 7 shows time series ofV0 ~dotted line! and Va
~solid line! from a simulation of Eq.~11! with parameters
Aj517310212 F V1/2 (farad volt1/2), I 052310211 A
~amps! ~a typical value from a datasheet for a mv2101
ode!, R51 kV, Vb50.6 V ~volts! ~the value for an mv2101
diode! andAd521310218 C ~coulombs!. The last constant

F

e.

FIG. 6. The top trace is the driving signalV0 applied to the
circuit of Fig. 5, while the bottom trace is the measured signalVc .
WhenV0 goes to 0,Vc goes to20.6 V for a short time because o
the reverse recovery effect.
9-3
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T. L. CARROLL AND L. M. PECORA PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046219 ~2002!
Ad , was difficult to estimate from the actual diode, so
value was adjusted to vary the reverse relaxation time
Fig. 7~a!, V0 varied between 0 and 1 V, resulting in a rever
recovery time of 37 ns, while in 7~b! V0 varied from 0 to 5 V,
giving a reverse recovery time of 116 ns, which is appro
mately the saturation value for this simulation. Larger valu
of Ad or smaller values ofI 0 led to longer relaxation times

IV. PERIOD DOUBLING

A. Experiment

The goal of this paper is to determine for what parame
regions nonlinear effects will occur in the diode resonator.
we state above, we would like to scan drive frequency a
amplitude for a number of different diodes, so we need
indicator of nonlinear behavior that is easy to measure fr
a time series. We choose the onset of the first period d
bling as our marker because it is easy to automatically
ognize from a time series.

A number of different diodes and circuit elements we
used with the diode resonator circuit of Fig. 1 in the sea
for the onset of period doubling. Table I contains a list
circuit parameters. The resistorR was 100V for each plot.
Once again,V0 was given by

V0~ t !5D01D1 sin~2p f t !, ~12!

TABLE I. Parameters for the plots of Fig. 8~from the experi-
mental diode resonator circuit!.

Plot Diode L(mH) RL (V) Cj (pF) Trr mS 1/ALCj

~a! mv2101 10 100 17 0.88 386 kHz
~b! mv2101 68 539 17 0.88 148 kHz
~c! mv2101 1 59 17 0.88 1.22 MHz
~d! 1n4385 68 539 99 0.18 0.61 MHz
~e! 1n4383 68 539 24 0.04 0.78 MHz
~f! 1n4383 68 539 70 0.09 73 kHz

FIG. 7. Simulation of the reverse recovery effect from Eq.~11!.
V0, the driving signal, is a dotted line, while the solid line isVa ,
the voltage drop across the diode. The parameters wereAd517
310212 FV1/2, I 052310211 A, R51 kV, Vb50.6 V, and Aj

51310218 C. In ~a!, V0 varied between 0 and 1 V, resulting in
reverse recovery time of 37 ns, while in~b! V0 varied between 0
and 5 V, so that the reverse recovery time was 116 ns.
04621
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whereD050, andD1 and f could be varied. For each com
bination of D1 and f, a time series ofVc was digitized and
the power spectrum was calculated. The power atf /2 was
measured, and this number was divided by the aver
power between frequencies of 0 andf. Figure 8 shows the
regions ~in black! where the half frequency peak excee
twice the average power for the diode resonators listed
Table I. The period doubling onset corresponds to the bor
of the black regions. The horizontal axes in Fig. 8 aref n

5 f / f 0, where f 051/@2pALCj (0)# is the resonant fre-
quency of the seriesLRC circuit with a capacitance o
Cj (0), while the vertical axes in Fig. 8 are the driving am
plitude D1. These plots are for several different diodes w
different junction capacitances and reverse recovery tim
and different inductors, but the period doubling onset alwa
occurs for the same range off n , that is for f n roughly be-
tween 0.25 and 2. This same pattern was seen for driv
frequencies as high as 50 MHz, which was the upper limit
the equipment in our laboratory (f 0 in that case was 32
MHz!.

There were 2 diodes for which period doubling was n
seen, a 1n4148 and a 1n4100. The 1n4148 was a fast re
ery diode with a junction capacitanceCj (0),2 pF ~too
small to be measured by the technique described abo!,
while the 1n4100 had a measured junction capacitance
949 pF. It was difficult to measure a reverse recovery time
the 1n4100 because of the large junction capacitance.

FIG. 8. Onset of period doubling for the diode resonator exp
ment using several different diodes~period doubling region in
black!. The key to the figure is in Table I. The frequencyf n has
been normalized so thatf n51 corresponds to the resonant fr
quency of the diode resonator at 0 bias voltage.
9-4
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FIG. 9. Onset of period dou-
bling for the model of the diode
resonator given by Eqs.~5–7!,
with Aj517310212 FV1/2, L
568 mH, and the other param
eters varying according to Tabl
II. The grayscale shows the rati
of the half frequency power to the
average power~between dc and
the driving signal! in the simu-
lated version ofVa , with black
representing the largest value. Th
frequencyf n has been normalized
so that f n51 corresponds to the
resonant frequency of the diod
resonator at 0 bias voltage.
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The most likely reason that period doubling was not o
served in the 1n4148 diode was because stray capacitan
the breadboard used to construct the diode resonator
larger than the junction capacitance of the diode. Exp
ments with a 1n4383 diode withCj (0)570 pF showed tha
adding a 70 pF capacitor in parallel with the diode co
pletely suppressed the period doubling. The stray capacita
in the breadboard was approximately 17 pF, much larger t
Cj (0) for the 1n4148 diode, so period doubling was pro
ably suppressed by this stray capacitance. Possible rea
why period doubling was not seen in the 1n4100 diode
explored in the simulations below.

B. Simulations

The diode resonator was simulated by integrating E
~5!–~7! with a stiff solver@14#. Figure 9 shows the ratio o
the half frequency power to the average power~black is the
largest ratio! for the model of the diode resonator with di
ferent parameter values, given by Table II~for all plots, L
568 mH, Aj517310212 FV1/2, f 05184 kHz). The onset
of period doubling still occurs in roughly the same range
04621
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f n as it did in the experiment, so the model appears to
useful in predicting the behavior of a real diode resonato
appears thatAd andI 0 by themselves have no direct effect o
the period doubling onset~the border of the shaded regions!,
but they affect the dynamics by their effect on the reve
recovery timeTrr . Smaller values ofTrr do not seem to have

TABLE II. Parameters for the plots of Fig. 9~from simulations
of the diode resonator circuit!.

I 0 ~A! Ad(C) Trr (s)

~a! 2310212 21310219 1.131027

~b! 2310211 21310219 1.631028

~c! 2310210 21310219 431029

~d! 2310212 21310218 131026

~e! 2310211 21310218 1.231027

~f! 2310210 21310218 1.531028

~g! 2310212 21310217 131025

~h! 2310211 21310217 1.131026

~i! 2310210 21310217 1.231027
9-5
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T. L. CARROLL AND L. M. PECORA PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 046219 ~2002!
much effect on the period doubling onset, but large value
Trr do appear to broaden the range of period doubling. F
ure 10 is a plot of the period doubling region forAd 5 0
(Aj517310212 FV1/2, I 052310212 A, L568 mH) so that
Trr 50. Period doubling still occurs forTrr 50. Some mod-
els of the diode resonator use only the reverse recovery e
to produce nonlinear dynamical effects@3,5#, but reverse re-
covery is not necessary to cause period doubling in
model.

We may also consider the opposite situation in which
diffusion capacitance is the variable part of the diode cap
tance while the junction capacitance is set to a constan
this case, the termb in Eq. ~6! becomes

b5
1

AdS Vaq

kT
D e(Vaq/kT)2AjAVb

2

. ~13!

Figure 11 is a plot of the resulting period doubling regi

FIG. 10. Period doubling onset for the diode resonator mo
with a reverse recovery timeTrr 50. The parameters wereAd50,
Aj517310212 FV1/2, I 052310212 A. The grayscale shows th
ratio of the half frequency power to the average power~between dc
and the driving signal! in the simulated version ofVa , with black
representing the largest value. The frequencyf n has been normal-
ized so thatf n51 corresponds to the resonant frequency of
diode resonator at 0 bias voltage.

FIG. 11. Period doubling onset for the numerical model of
diode resonator when the junction capacitance is constant@b is
defined by Eq.~13!#. The parameters for this plot wereAd521
310218 C, Aj517310212 FV1/2, I 052310212 A, L51 mH. The
frequencyf n has been normalized so thatf n51 corresponds to the
resonant frequency of the diode resonator at 0 bias voltage.
04621
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for Ad521310218 C, Aj517310212 FV1/2, I 052
310212 A, L51 mH. Once again, period doubling onset
seen for substantially the same region of normalized
quency as before. What is clear from Figs. 10 and 11 is
while a rise in capacitance as the diode forward bias volt
increases is sufficient to cause period doubling, the mo
used in this work cannot distinguish whether this rise
caused by the diffusion capacitance or the junction cap
tance. The shape of the period doubling regions on the p
in Figs. 9–11 is most like the regions seen in the experim
tal plots of Fig. 8 when both junction and diffusion capac
tance were present. In a real diode, it is not possible to
diffusion capacitance to 0 or to set junction capacitance t
constant, so it is probably not very accurate to say that
type of capacitance or the other is the sole cause of the
riod doubling.

The reverse recovery effect actually appears to supp
period doubling ifTrr is too long compared to 1/f 0 . Figure
12 shows a series of plots from the model for whichTrr was
fixed at 1.231027 s (Ad521310218 C, I 052310211 A,
Aj517310212 FV1/2) but f 0 was increased by decreasin
the value of the inductorL. For Fig. 12~a!, L550 mH (f 0
5214 kHz), for ~b! L50.5 mH (f 052.14 MHz), for ~c! L
55 mH ( f 0521.4 MHz), and for ~d! L50.05mH ( f 0
5214 MHz). For the largest value off 0 period doubling was
suppressed. IfTrr were smaller, then period doubling wa
not suppressed until higher driving frequencies. Unfor
nately, a signal source with enough power~at high frequen-
cies! to measure this suppression in a real diode was
available. The important consequence for a circuit desig
would be to use a diode with the longest recovery time pr
tical in order to avoid period doubling.

There is still the question of why period doubling was n
seen in a 1n4100 diode, which had a large junction cap
tance (Cj (0)5949 pF). The effect of large junction capac
tance on the diode resonator model was studied by fix
Ad521310218 C, I 052310211 A, L51 mH ~other pa-
rameters as before! and increasingAj . Figure 13~a! is the
period doubling region for Aj517310212 FV1/2 ( f 0
51.5 MHz), ~b! is for Aj517310210 ( f 05150 kHz), and
~c! is for Aj51731028 ( f 0515 kHz). Period doubling is
suppressed for the largest value ofAj , although this corre-
sponds toCj (0)51.131027 F, which is much larger than
the value of 9.49310210 F measured for the 1n4100 diode

The suppression of period doubling was caused by
large values ofAj and not by the low values off 0; low
values of f 0 were also obtained by holdingAj fixed at 17
310212 FV1/2 and increasing the inductorL, but no suppres-
sion of period doubling was seen in this case. In an exp
ment with an mv2101 diode@Cj (0)517 pF#, period dou-
bling was not suppressed whenf 0 was as low as 3.3 kHz.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It is possible to predict the presence of period doubling
the diode resonator from a few measurable diode parame
The most important parameter is junction capacitance—
period doubling occurs, it will occur within a range o
0.25f 0 to 2f 0, wheref r51/@2pALCj (0)#. Diffusion capaci-
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FIG. 12. In these plots from the model,Trr is fixed at 1.2
31027 s, but the resonant frequencyf 0 is increased by increasin
the inductor value. These plots are intended to show how the
verse recovery time affects the period doubling region at differ
resonant frequencies.~a!, L550 mH (f 05302 kHz), for ~b! L
50.5 mH (f 053.02 MHz), for~c! L55 mH ( f 0530.2 MHz), and
for ~d! L50.05mH ( f 05300.2 MHz). The grayscale shows th
ratio of the half frequency power to the average power~between dc
and the driving signal! in the simulated version ofVa , with black
representing the largest value. The frequencyf n has been normal-
ized so thatf n51 corresponds to the resonant frequency of
diode resonator at 0 bias voltage.
04621
tance in the diode causes the reverse recovery effect, w
was considered to be the cause of period doubling in so
models, but here is only important because reverse reco
times that are long compared to 1/f 0 suppress period dou
bling, while period doubling is still present for a revers
recovery time of 0. In addition, very large junction capa
tances can also suppress period doubling. At low frequ
cies, the model agrees well with experiments, although
experiments could not be extended to high enough frequ
cies to confirm all aspects of the model.

e-
t

e

FIG. 13. These plots from the model show how large values
the junction capacitanceCj ~which is proportional toAj ) affect
period doubling. The fixed parameters wereAd521310218 C,
I 052310211 A, L51 mH, while for ~a! Aj517310212 FV1/2

( f 059.5 MHz), ~b! is for Aj517310210 FV1/2 ( f 05950 kHz),
and 11~c! is for Aj51731028 FV1/2 ( f 0595 kHz). The grayscale
shows the ratio of the half frequency power to the average po
~between dc and the driving signal! in the simulated version ofVa ,
with black representing the largest value. The frequencyf n has been
normalized so thatf n51 corresponds to the resonant frequency
the diode resonator at 0 bias voltage.
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